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Abstract : In the innovative world, the advances square measure positively mature, nonetheless at a similar time the
cleanliness in our nation is beneath risk. The abstract of this paper is to deliver clean and hygiene bathrooms. All the
general public bathrooms should be clean and hygiene. In our country, our government has introduced the theme referred to
as “Swachh Bharat” (Clean India). Keeping the bathrooms uncontaminated is that the one amongst the target of unpolluted
Republic of India theme. This paper will be useful to encourage the clean Republic of India project. In future, it will show
the main half in clean India theme. In associate degree Existing system, they're targeted solely on characteristic the dirt
within the bathrooms. In our planned system, we've determined on keeping clean bathrooms, perceptive the sweeper’s
operating activities. It will dodge many syndromes. it's going to produce the consciousness amongst folks concerning the
bathroom management. Therefore, our development is to use safe and hygienical bathrooms. Therefore this paper optimize
the manpower and real-time tracking of toilet condition in term of odour level and user count using different sensor like
ammonia sensor , PIR sensor , buzzer, LCD display.
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I.
INTRODUCTION
In our country, individuals don't have enough knowledge of victimization bogs. This results in many diseases, like protozoal
infection, Hepatitis, Flu, Cholera, Streptococcus, Typhoid, etc. thence we have a tendency to introduce the concept within the
IOT referred to as "Swachh Shithouse" The term Swachh suggests that ‘Clean’. Then the term Shithouse means ‘Toilet’. it's
introduce to use and maintain the toilets within the clean and healthful method. Diseases and at the same time to create the
awareness of the conservation of electricity.
II.
LITERATURE SURVEY
Iman Morsia, Mohamed Mansour, Mohamed Mostafa 2013 has planned “Wireless Gas Detector System exploitation
Microcontrollers, PLC and SCADA System for observation Environmental Pollution”, Gas
3062 Special Issue identification represents an enormous challenge for up detection and pattern recognition of every gas by
exploitation inexpensive gas detector. This paper presents a gas detector system that is made to watch, and live gas waste matter
emissions within the air and conjointly accustomed detect totally different gases. The pollutants area unit hydrocarbon (C2H6)
and alkane (CH4) that area unit set beside the plant food factories in Alexandria Egypt and a few other gases as gas (H2), gas
(C3H8) and iso- butane (C4H10).The gas sensors [1].
The system is controlled and monitored by using programmable logic controller PLC Step 7-200 from Siemens and higher-up
management and information Acquisition SCADA systems severally. The principal element analysis PCA technique is applied
for cluster and characteristic among totally different gases. Thomas Schlebusch, Steffen Leonhardt 2011 has proposed
“Intelligent rest room System for Health Screening”, Home observation may be a promising technology to touch upon the
increasing quantity of chronically unwell patients whereas making certain quality of
medical care . [2]
It is famed among the literature survey to provide that there is no existing technology for automatic cleansing of Indian toilet to
wash rather than manually; labours or cleaners unit of measurement appointed by the contractors to wash the bogs. As mention
in IJIERE vol-4 Special Issue one, NCIAR2k17 of ‘Automatic bathroom cleansing Robot’ e-ISSN: 2394-3343. in line with
mentioned paper the laundry and cleansing facility for public usage in colleges, colleges, offices and public places by the cut
mechanism. that the
locations in mentioned paper for cleansing the lavatory unit of measurement static. As planned system is applied to dynamic
location like bogs in railway additionally as static bogs jointly. As mentioned paper only is simply is solely is simply is barely}
for cleansing area|bathroom} the remainder room the bathroom} but planned system not solely clean but jointly build it
hygiene; as used planned system carries with it use of liquid disinfectant that leads to hygiene bogs or bathroom. the advantages
of the planned system unit of measurement as: it'll cut back human efforts, protect plenty from harmful & contagious diseases,
can cut back the foul smell and eventually it'd maintain the quality of toilet cleansing liquid disinfectant that results in hygiene
bogs or lavatory. the benefits of the planned system square measure as: It will scale back human efforts, shield masses from
harmful & contagious diseases, will scale back the foul smell and at last it might maintain the standard of loo cleansing [4].
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III.
METHODOLOGY
Designing and develop the system for cleaning the washroom i.e. Smarter Restroom for Visitors Using IOT. By Node MCU,
PIR sensor, Ammonia sensor, buzzer, power supply, connecting wires and IOT platform ‘Ubidots’ .
A. This gadget is capable of tracking how frequently restroom are used with the help of SMS alert.
B. It detect the odour level present in the washroom with the help of ammonia sensor.
C. The PIR sensor, detect the motion of person when they enter in the washroom and with the help of sensor we can make
restroom lights on and off.
D. Ammonia sensor get stable at particular range, but the range is increases the message send to the sweepers or increase the
buzzer.
E. Then the sweeper cleaned it in a proper way.
IV.
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Fig: Block Diagram of Smart Washroom
V.
WORKING
A. Use of the sensors, the usage of people count when he/she enter the washroom. It sense the visitor will cross the light path.
B. The PIR sensor detect the motion of person when he/she enter the toilet and the sensor can make the lights of toilet on and
off the switch.
C. After using the toilet, the ammonia sensor is sense the condition of the washroom.
D. Ammonia sensor is use to detect the unwanted smell present in the washroom.
E. Ammonia sensor get stable at a particular range, but the range is increases message is send to the sweeper.
F. Then the sweeper cleaned it in a proper way.
VI. CONCLUSION
A. Public toilets are still in demand among people everywhere bit along with their demand is their desire for cleaner, better
maintained safer, healthier and environment friendly public toilets.
B. In our daily life to comfort everyone and improve energy usage we introduce our project automatic light controller for
restroom and through or project we will also develop cleaner system.
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